Abstract-Closed-loop deep brain stimulation (DBS) systems offer promise in relieving the clinical burden of stimulus parameter selection and improving treatment outcomes. In such a system, a feedback signal is used to adjust automatically stimulation parameters and optimize the efficacy of stimulation. We explored the feasibility of recording electrically evoked compound action potentials (ECAPs) during DBS for use as a feedback control signal. A novel instrumentation system was developed to suppress the stimulus artifact and amplify the small magnitude, short latency ECAP response during DBS with clinically relevant parameters. In vitro testing demonstrated the capabilities to increase the gain by a factor of 1,000x over a conventional amplifier without saturation, reduce distortion of mock ECAP signals, and make high fidelity recordings of mock ECAPs at latencies of only 0.5 ms following DBS pulses of 50 to 100 μs duration. Subsequently, the instrumentation was used to make in vivo recordings of ECAPs during thalamic DBS in cats, without contamination by the stimulus artifact. The signal characteristics were similar across three experiments, suggesting common neural activation patterns. The ECAP recordings enabled with this novel instrumentation may provide insight into the type and spatial extent of neural elements activated during DBS, and could serve as feedback control signals for closed-loop systems.
I. INTRODUCTION eep brain stimulation (DBS) is a surgical intervention
that is effective in treating movement disorders, including essential tremor and Parkinson's disease. [1] , [2] DBS devices currently operate in an open-loop fashion, in which a clinician programs the stimulation parameters and the patient receives invariant stimulation, with periodic retuning of parameters as necessary. However, the mechanisms of action of DBS remain unclear [3] , and there are a lack of data describing the relationships between stimulation parameters and clinical outcomes. [4] Consequently, the selection of stimulation parameters is an ad hoc, empirical process that requires a great deal of clinical expertise and often results in sub-optimal outcomes. Furthermore, the need for repeated programming sessions is both inconvenient and costly. [5] The prevailing programming methodology, which entails simply increasing A. R. Kent is with the Biomedical Engineering Department, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708 USA (e-mail: alexander.kent@duke.edu).
W. M. Grill is with the Departments of Biomedical Engineering, Neurobiology, and Surgery, Duke University, Durham, NC 27708 USA (e-mail: warren.grill@duke.edu). stimulation amplitude and frequency if symptom suppression is not satisfactory, can produce side effects, exacerbate symptoms, and cause rapid depletion of device batteries. [6] , [7] A closed-loop DBS system would provide automated tuning of stimulation parameters to respond to patient needs. This approach would improve outcomes as the disease progresses or as the response to DBS changes over time, and could reduce the need for frequent follow-up visits. [8] Recordings of neural activity, obtained from the same electrodes used to deliver stimulation, could serve as the feedback control signal for closed-loop DBS. Previous studies have investigated the use of local field potentials (LFPs), reflecting synchronized neural activity in the recorded brain area, as a feedback signal. [9] However, a direct causal link between LFPs recorded during DBS and the corresponding motor symptoms remains to be demonstrated. [10] A potential alternative feedback signal is the electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP). The ECAP signal results from activation of an ensemble of neural elements following each DBS pulse. Transmembrane currents generated during activation of these elements create recordable voltages near the electrode. Both the character and amplitude of the ECAP are expected to vary with the number and type of elements activated by DBS. Since there is a very strong correlation between the number of activated neurons and clinical efficacy during variation in stimulation intensity, we expect to be able to identify ECAP signatures of clinical effectiveness. [11] These signatures would make the ECAP a suitable control signal for closed-loop DBS.
The objective of this work was to determine the feasibility of recording ECAPs during DBS. One of the primary challenges of recording brain activity during stimulation is the presence of large stimulus artifacts that can saturate amplifiers and preclude recording of mV level neural signals. The methods that have been previously developed for artifact removal typically relied on post-hoc signal processing. [9] , [12] However, these would not enable high-gain recording of ECAPs without amplifier saturation. We have developed novel instrumentation that uses commercial amplifiers in a custom serial configuration to suppress the artifact and record short latency ECAPs after each DBS pulse. The performance of the instrumentation was validated through in vitro and in vivo testing.
II. METHODS

A. Instrumentation for Recording Evoked Potentials
We developed DBS-ECAP instrumentation to suppress the stimulus artifact and enable high fidelity ECAP recordings. The hardware design uses three stages of amplification (SR560, Stanford Research Systems) and a circuit employing anti-parallel diodes and photocouplers to reduce the artifact and simultaneously amplify the ECAP signal (Fig. 1) . Differential recordings are made from two non-stimulating contacts on the DBS electrode and serve as inputs to an AC-coupled preamplifier stage (A 1 ), providing gain and preserving high input impedance. Anti-series current-limiting diodes (1N5285) are placed between the DBS leads and each preamplifier input to protect the subject in the event of an electrical transient. The signal is further amplified and filtered (10 Hz to 10 kHz pass-band) using two additional series amplifier stages (A 2 and A 3 ). Antiparallel diodes (1N4154) are placed at the inputs of A 2 and A 3 to clip selectively the large amplitude stimulus artifact and prevent amplifier saturation. Further, the signal paths in the latter two stages are grounded through an internal optoisolated CMOS multiplexer, blanking the output for the duration of each stimulus pulse and the subsequent 100 μs. Finally, a PhotoMOS relay (AQV212(A)) disconnects the stimulating electrodes between DBS pulses, preventing capacitive discharge through the stimulator and reducing the duration of the artifact. [13] A custom program was written in LabView (National Instruments) to control simultaneously delivery of DBS pulses, timing of digital outputs to control the photocouplers, and recording of ECAP signals.
B. In Vitro Testing
The performance of the DBS-ECAP instrumentation was first evaluated in vitro. A clinical DBS electrode (Model 3387, Medtronic) was placed in a saline bath and used to deliver monopolar stimulation with a distant counter electrode. The DBS contacts used for recording were symmetrical about the stimulating contact. Each DBS pulse triggered delivery of a mock ECAP through a pair of tungsten microelectrodes, placed in the bath near the DBS electrode. The mock ECAP was synthesized by a waveform generator as a single cycle of sinusoidal current. A distant Ag/AgCl reference electrode was placed in the bath as the recording circuit reference.
The mock ECAP signal was recorded during DBS using two instrumentation systems. Charge-balanced, biphasic DBS was applied at 3 V, 100 Hz, cathodic-phase first polarity, and with pulse widths ranging from 50 to 500 μs/phase (symmetric and asymmetric pulses). The mock ECAP was a 4 kHz sine wave (0.25 ms duration) with 0.1 mA peak-to-peak input amplitude and latencies ranging from 0.1 to 2 ms. The resulting signals were recorded with either the DBS-ECAP instrumentation or a conventional setup using a single SR560 amplifier. This enabled evaluation of the relative performance of the recording systems in suppressing the artifact and recording the ECAP with high fidelity. The raw data sets consisted of 10 s of measurements for every trial, and stimulus-triggered averaging was applied to improve signal-to-noise.
We quantified distortion of the recorded ECAP by comparison to an ideal sinusoidal voltage. The latency and duration of the recorded and ideal ECAPs were matched, and the magnitude of the ideal ECAP was fit using a leastsquares approach. After normalizing the magnitudes of the recorded and ideal ECAPs, distortion was calculated as the root-mean square error between the two sinusoids. Finally, this value was divided by the number of samples in the sine waves to get an average value of distortion per sample (DPS). High-fidelity recording was defined as having a DPS value under a cutoff value of 0.5.
C. In Vivo Testing
We also tested the feasibility of recording ECAPs in vivo from three adult cats. The cats were initially anesthetized with ketamine HCl and maintained with alpha-chloralose, and all animal care and experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Duke University.
A mini DBS electrode (NuMed) was implanted in the ventrolateral (VL) nucleus of the thalamus. This electrode had a lead body diameter of 0.625 mm, and four contacts of 0.5 mm height with 0.5 mm spacing, and was more appropriate for the size of the cat brain than the clinical electrode. The VL thalamus, which was targeted for implantation, functions as a relay from muscle afferents to the cortex, and was identified using stereotactic technique and single unit recordings of neurons responding to passive contralateral limb movement. [14] Following implantation of the mini DBS electrode through a guide tube, we confirmed accurate implantation by recording evoked responses from the electrode during electrical stimulation of the contralateral sciatic nerve. Further, after completing the protocol, we determined the anatomical location of the electrode using a histological procedure. [15] The brain tissue containing the electrode path was cryosectioned into 50 μm coronal sections and stained with 0.1% cresyl violet to label cell bodies. The location of the electrode was then registered to a stereotactic atlas of the cat brain. [16] Physiological ECAPs were recorded during DBS using the two instrumentation systems. The DBS stimulation parameters and contact configuration were identical to those tested in vitro, but with the pulse width fixed at 50 μs and with use of both cathodic-and anodic-phase first polarities. We used a retractor in the ipsilateral chest muscle as the counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl cloth pad placed on the back of the neck as the reference electrode. We compared the relative performance of the DBS-ECAP instrumentation and conventional amplifier in making in vivo ECAP recordings. Each ECAP recording trial was conducted for 10 s and separated from the subsequent trial by 10 s. Stimulus-triggered averaging was applied 64 times.
III. RESULTS
A. In Vitro Validation of DBS-ECAP Instrumentation
The performance of the DBS-ECAP instrumentation was evaluated, relative to the conventional amplifier, through in vitro testing. The large magnitude stimulus artifact recorded with the conventional amplifier was suppressed with the use of the DBS-ECAP instrumentation (Fig. 2a) . As a result, the maximum gain (G) that could be achieved without saturation increased from 100x in the conventional amplifier to 100,000x in the DBS-ECAP instrumentation (three stages with G 1 = 100x, G 2 = 200x, G 3 = 5x). However, to avoid diode clipping of the mock ECAP, the maximum gain was set to 2,500x.
By reducing the stimulus artifact, the DBS-ECAP instrumentation could record short latency mock ECAPs during DBS with high fidelity (Fig. 2b,c) . Qualitative analysis reveals that the higher gains enabled by the DBS-ECAP instrumentation improved recording fidelity. Furthermore, decreasing the artifact duration led to a corresponding reduction in the extent of temporal overlap between the artifact and short latency ECAPs. Consequently, the calculated distortion was substantially smaller for the DBS-ECAP instrumentation than the conventional amplifier across stimulation parameters tested.
For both recording systems, distortion was reduced with longer ECAP latencies or shorter DBS pulse widths. Fig. 3 shows that the DBS-ECAP instrumentation could achieve high-fidelity recording of ECAPs at latencies of only 0.5 ms after DBS pulses of 50 or 100 μs duration, or latencies of 1 ms for long, asymmetric pulses (50 μs first phase, 500 μs second phase). Conversely, the conventional amplifier did not enable high fidelity recording at any combination of DBS pulse width and ECAP latency tested.
B. Feasibility of In Vivo ECAP Recording
We recorded high fidelity in vivo ECAPs during DBS of the VL thalamus in adult cats. The physiological response was distinguished from the stimulus artifact by comparing signals resulting from cathodic-and anodic-phase first stimulation. For symmetric, biphasic pulses, the neural response is similar for opposite polarities [17] , whereas the stimulus artifact is inverted. Using this as a basis for signal analysis, we found that the artifact recorded with the conventional amplifier masked the ECAP response (Fig. 4a) . Further, to prevent amplifier saturation, gain was limited to only 50x. On the other hand, the DBS-ECAP instrumentation enabled high-gain recordings of ECAPs, uncontaminated by the artifact, in all three Fig. 3 . Distortion per sample of the mock ECAP recorded with the DBS-ECAP instrumentation across DBS pulse widths and ECAP latencies. The X indicates that the ECAP was completely masked by amplifier blanking and distortion was not calculated. experiments (Fig. 4b-d) . With this system, the gain was increased to 5,000x without saturation (G 1 = 50x, G 2 = 20x, G 3 = 5x).
The ECAP waveforms recorded in the three experiments were of similar magnitude and were qualitatively similar, with an early positive wave followed by a later negative wave. The peak-to-peak magnitudes were on the order of 1 mV, early wave latencies in the range of 0.25 to 0.5 ms, and maximum duration of approximately 5 ms. These results demonstrate that physiological ECAPs can be recorded during DBS, enabled by the novel instrumentation.
IV. DISCUSSION
We demonstrated that ECAPs can be recorded with high fidelity during DBS with the use of novel instrumentation to suppress the stimulus artifact. The performance of the instrumentation system was validated through both in vitro and in vivo testing.
The DBS-ECAP instrumentation exhibited high performance during in vitro recording of small magnitude, short latency mock ECAPs. Suppression of the stimulus artifact enabled increases in gain by a factor of 1,000x over a conventional biopotential amplifier, and decreased the extent of temporal overlap between the artifact and ECAP. Consequently, we could make high fidelity recordings of mock ECAPs with latencies of only 0.5 ms during DBS applied with clinically-relevant pulse widths of 50 to 100 μs. This was not otherwise feasible with the conventional amplifier. Other techniques to reduce the stimulus artifact have relied on signal processing methods, such as filtering or template subtraction, performed after amplification. These techniques were not suitable for achieving high-gain recordings of ECAPs, and the present results demonstrate the utility of our hardware-based strategy.
We also investigated the feasibility of recording ECAPs in vivo during thalamic DBS in anesthetized cats. The high performance of the DBS-ECAP instrumentation observed in vitro translated to the in vivo experiments, in which physiological ECAPs could be recorded at high gains without contamination by the stimulus artifact. Conversely, the large artifact recorded with the conventional amplifier completely masked the ECAP signal. The similarity in responses recorded with the DBS-ECAP instrumentation for cathodic-and anodic-phase first stimulation corroborates the neural origin of the ECAP response. Further, the ECAP waveform shape and magnitude, latency, and duration characteristics were comparable across the three experiments. The latency and polarity of the ECAP waves may provide insight into the location of neural activation relative to the recording contacts following each DBS pulse, and the magnitude of these waves could indicate the volume of tissue activated. The similarity in ECAP characteristics across the three experiments suggests a common spatiotemporal activation pattern of neural elements during DBS in the VL thalamus.
The capability to make high fidelity recordings of ECAPs using the DBS-ECAP instrumentation provides a potential feedback signal for closed-loop control of DBS. The ECAP signal is expected to depend on the type and spatial extent of neural elements activated during stimulation. Consequently, this signal may provide signatures of clinical effectiveness that can be used for automatic adjustment of stimulation parameters. This could alleviate the clinical burden of DBS programming and improve patient outcomes.
